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EXCHANGE OF GOOD PRACTICES: RESULTS 
  
On 18-19 September 2017 about 100 Senior Ambassadors of the EP Ambassador School 
programme gathered in Brussels for a European-wide seminar. During the first day, they 
exchanged good practices. This document sums up the final results of this exchange.  

Purpose 

The purpose of the exchange was to detect 
good practices and innovative ideas to 
further develop the Ambassador School 
programme at school, along the model 
“Growing towards active European 
citizenship” (see document “7 tips for 
engaging Europe lessons”).  
 
The exchange on 18/09/2017 led to the 
ideas below: 
 
 

 

Good practices for…  

ACTIVITIES THAT RAISE AWARENESS 

Raising awareness activities are ideally interactive, catch the eye, raise enthusiasm and 
make students think about the importance of the EU / European current issues. Preferably 
there is also already some basic information given.  
 
These are the good practices as indicated by the groups of teachers after the exchange:  

 Creation of a facebook page on Europe and the activities the junior ambassadors 
initiated 

 Taste EU : a euro specialty in your plate. 

 Reflection on classical myths 

 Photo collage (topic: the future of Europe) 

 Interviews before introducing the program to the students so as to get an idea of 
their knowledge on Europe 

 European Market: presenting different products from different EU countries 
together with fun facts about the countries. 

 Junior Ambassadors instruct younger pupils (10year old) in making little films (this is 
my Europe) 

 Awareness: Europe days about popular culture, cuisine, language, traditions, sports. 

 Cooking. Prepare a recipe with the same ingredients from different countries and 
cultures. Eg Potato recipe. 
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 Big flag with all the flags of the EU countries to protect all the refugees in greece 

 Module sessions in class, quiz and use of the booklet. Also contact with the offices of 
European Parliament. Skype Session or visit. 

 Sports day Migrants in Europe Getting European passport 

 Say it in a minute (a short film about Europe) 

 European festival (traditional songs and dances) 

 Juniors post on social media: twitter, instagram, blog WordPress, Facebook. 

 Involving the whole community around the school: all local shops (e.g. the butcher, 
the bakery) participated and decorated their shop window: 1 window = 1 country. 
Customers also got information about that country.  

 The European Wall of Unity. A jigsaw that has the initials of all member states along 
the EU flag painted by the kids of 2 schools or more. 

 

ACTIVITIES THAT INFORM 

After raising awareness, it is key to inform your students thoroughly. Informing students 
happens preferably also in an interactive way, making them experience Europe or by using 
methodologies that are effective and enthusing. Also, the information given needs to be 
adapted to the interests and the level of the students.  
 
These are the good practices as indicated by the groups of teachers after the exchange:  

 Students take part in an educational exchange with other countries 

 Students have to find news about several subjects in international media and 
compare different subjects. 

 Create a web site update weekly with fun EU facts +Information 

 School magazine-interview 

 "Compare Maps of Europe (1900, 1960, 2017),  

 Discuss, what the map of 2050 should be like." 

 One Class one Country: classes investigate a European country during a full 
schoolyear in each subject and finish with a presentation. 

 Junior ambassadors create and organise games sessions during lunch time 

 Calender online 

 Info point at the entrance of every school with access to parents and children that is 
updated weekly. 

 Integrated lessons on the EU issues, making the schedule (85 lessons) 

 To realize a blog about news of the EU 

 MEP visit: asked in advance to answer certain questions 

 Game for the whole school with different informing activities 
  

ACTIVITIES TRAINING DEMOCRATIC SKILLS 

Students now have a basic knowledge, but what is their opinion? Learning how to reflect 
critically and learning how to formulate an opinion with good arguments, that is developing 
the democratic skills of students. Also: learning how to be critical against the information you 
receive: which sources are thrust worthy, what information is ‘fake news’? Activities training 
democratic skills are always interactive (debating exercises for example), preferably use 
enthusing methodologies (like a role play game) and are tailor-made for students.  
 
These are the good practices as indicated by the groups of teachers after the exchange: 

 Euroscola 
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 Debate on EU values after watching a selection of films rewarded by Lux prize ( 
Welcome, Mustang...) 

 EU Parliament role playing game 

 Students simulating members of EU institutions and debating on it ( refugees, Brexit) 

 Discussion on a topic simulating different institutions and their tasks in the EU 

 Our European Parliament: appointing MPs among famous Europeans and agreeing 
on an President 

 Simulation of Model European parliament with all schools of the country 
participating. 

 Debate. Raise awareness on controversial issues. Eg refugee crisis 

 Video interview to people of all ages "in what wat does the EU help you and make 
your life easier" 

 Visit to the Parliament and having the chance to vote. Debates at school. 

 Debate on gender equality within and outside the European Union (using facts and 
figures from the Eurobarometer) 

 Cooperating with the red cross to help people in social need 
 

ACTIVATING ACTIVITIES 

An ‘active European citizen’ decides to vote for the European elections and is well-prepared 
before casting a vote. But also outside of elections there are several possibilities to let your 
voice be heard at European level: signing (online) petitions, lobbying, protesting, debating 
with politicians, etc. In fact, being an active European citizen is something very individual. In 
schools, you will mainly focus on the first three steps, with as goal to transform your students 
into true active European citizens.  
 
These are the good practices as indicated by the groups of teachers after the exchange: 

 Erasmus+ 

 Eurotrips: meeting other students. 

 Junior ambassadors invite schools from other countries to take part in the 
programme 

 EYE 

 Discussing an issue which concerns their country and has a connection with the EU. 
Then, present discussion and solution to authorities. 

 Student volunteers discussed EU matters with other students; peer teaching 

 Peer directed,  Learning - PPT given by students to other students 


